
                      

                                                    
eat2eat partners with Mio.FM to bring curated music to restaurants 
during these difficult times. 
 
Earlier today eat2eat and Mio.FM announced a ground breaking partnership to allow 
restaurants running the leading table management platform MaRc, the opportunity to 
enjoy a month’s free subscription to the leading European music station, Mio.FM.  
 
Restaurants will be able to register and access a music stream curated by DeeJay Gallo 
– one of Europe’s premier DJs – who performs regularly at leading clubs in the region. 
 
Speaking on the partnership, Vikram Aggarwal, CEO, eat2eat said, "We are delighted 
to bring some joy to our restaurants during this debilitating pandemic – Michele’s music  
will enhance the ambience of your restaurants and you can access it by a simple click on 
our MaRc platform”. 
 
 



                      

“Those who are of the belief that they can do and control everything themselves are 
dommed to fail“ added Michele Costantino (DeeJay Gallo), CEO of Mio.FM 
(translating from the original German). He expanded - “As the services we provide 
complement each other perfectly, our customers will benefit from the expanded range 
of our service offering, as well as the extensive expert knowledge we bring to the 
market“.   

About eat2eat 

eat2eat is the largest independent technology provider to the dining industry, focusing 
on enterprise solutions for the leading hotel groups world-wide. Its cloud-based 
software (branded MaRc) is used by leading hotel operations across the globe. eat2eat  
serves clients in over 35 countries and 185 locations. For more information please visit 
www.eat2eat.com. 

About Mio FM 

Mio.FM is an editorial online music channel for the B2B sector. Mio.FM is a rapidly 
expanding company that specializes in the development and expansion of individual 
streaming concepts. Our service combines the advantages of a classic radio station 
paired with the possibility of individualization. With music-controlled shopping, Mio.FM 
increases the @home factor for the end consumer and thus increases sales in retail, 
catering and the hotel industry. 
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